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1: 11 Can't-Miss Literary Graphic Novel Adaptations
Winner of the SolliÃ¨s Comics Festival's Best Adult Graphic Novel The classic short story--now in full color. Shirley
Jackson's short story "The Lottery" continues to thrill and unsettle readers nearly seven decades after it was first
published.

Jul 19, Mary rated it it was amazing Perry L. Crandall would like you to know that he is not retarded. Retarded
would be 75 on an IQ test, and he is Besides, Perry takes care not only of himself, but also of his Gran, a
crusty, no-nonsense woman who loves him for who he is and lets him shine his light through his own
accomplishments. She tells him the L in his name stands for Lucky. Perry describes his life in simple and
succinct sentences that manage to be full of wonder and surprise. As he speaks, we see all too clearly the Perry
L. As he speaks, we see all too clearly the many ways in which his nuclear family has failed him, but Perry
never sees it that way. His glass is always half full. Shoot, his glass is three-quarters full--it only looks
half-full to those of us too blind to see things the Perry Crandall way. We want to crawl into the book and
protect Perry from the vultures, especially when he faces the biggest tragedy of his life. When Perry wins the
Washington state lottery we learn just who his real friends and real family are. His mostly estranged
cousin-brothers come knocking, strangers arrive on his doorstep There is so much to love about this
big-hearted first novel. The characters are rich and real and alive. The ending is so unexpectedly perfect and
poignant and satisfying. I keep trying not to write, "Keep a box of tissues handy," but, well, keep a box of
tissues handy. Everyone over about 14 due to explicit sex and LOTS of swearing Throughout the first quarter
or so of the book, I thought it was going to be just another lightweight, insipid story about the triumph of the
underdog. Well, it is kind of about the triumph of the underdog. It is about the triumph of the human spirit.
And it really is about what really constitutes intelligence. And how great a part does our intelligence play in
making us the best humans we can be. And in a se Throughout the first quarter or so of the book, I thought it
was going to be just another lightweight, insipid story about the triumph of the underdog. And in a sense it
was. But it was also about whether or not someone with limited intelligence can, nonetheless, possess great
wisdom. Okay, enough with that crap. The point is, that once my ears stopped burning from the nearly
constant swearing in the first few chapters and frequent swearing throughout, I fell in love. The swearing did
seem pointlessly overdone, IMHO. I fell in love with Perry for his open heart and mind. I wavered between
giving this book 3 or 4 stars because it is a bit lightweight and it is a bit simplistic. I gave it 4 because this
month, with all the stress of the holidays and other things in my life, I really, really needed to meet Perry and
his Gram and Keith and Gary and Cherry. I needed to read something where good just simply comes out on
top. I needed an excuse to laugh and cry within minutes. I am the original author of this review, as well as the
owner of CCLaP; it is not being reprinted here illegally. Never dream for goals bigger than yourself! Never
aspire to anything beyond petty daily survival! Dumb people are noble and happy! Smart people are
manipulative and miserable! Smart people got that way by thinking too much!
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Having recently read The Lottery, I was excited to find a graphic novel adaptation of the short story. This one didn't really
meet my expectations for a few reasons. I think Hyman did a fantastic job of capturing and illustrating the somber,
unsettling, and downright creepy mood of the story.

Without including much of the original text, or giving the whole game away, he depicts an ordinary little town
that seems just slightly off-kilter, up until it becomes clear just how twisted the situation is. It took me awhile
because I knew it would be an important book for me and, in short, I really wanted to get it right. Their
support was absolutely essential. Part of what took a while to work out was what form the adaptation should
take. I had felt for years that a more traditionally illustrated version would be an effective way to adapt the
story, but something about that direction felt too static. What approach did you take to make use of the visual
element to provide new insight to the story? This was no small task. In the original story much of the
information shared with the reader about the ritual practice of the lottery itself is communicated with the help
an omniscient narrator. However with graphic fiction you generally want to avoid over-using blocks of
narrative text if at all possible. Action and dialogue tend to be much more effective storytelling tools when
adapting a text in graphic form. Miles Hyman, courtesy of Hill and Wang, a division of Farrar Straus and
Giroux For instance, the opening scene of the graphic novel introduces us to Mr. Graves, who meet in the dead
of night to prepare the ceremony in the store-room of Mr. As a result we have important visual elements in
mind from the get-go: We meet two of the key characters and see them preparing the black box that has been
sitting on a dusty storeroom shelf for the last days. And above all, we watch the men marking one of those
pieces of paper with a mysterious black dot. And, of course, it does. I have to admit that I very much enjoyed
making that scene work as a graphic experience for the reader. Working with this part of the story was a
challenge but also great fun to do. When readers of The New Yorker discovered the story in June , many of
them believed they were not reading fiction at all but an eyewitness account of something Shirley Jackson had
just experienced a few days earlier. I do all sorts of illustration, for a wide variety of publishers, but perhaps
what I like best tends to be that intense interplay of light and shadows that has come to typify so much of my
work. I think we share a common taste for this paradoxical blending of humor and horror. Do you think the
book has any useful lessons for voters or citizens today, in particular? This being said, the story in question
has clear allegorical qualities that make its meaning timeless. Those elements are what has made the story so
unsettling to people over the years. Something tells me my grandmother had many things on her mind when
she wrote this dark tale in Economic gains brought prosperity to much of the nation but fear, entrenched
hatred and archaic conventions determined much of the rigid social and political boundaries that dominated
our country during these conservative post-war years. Never in my lifetime have we seen a political
environment so laced with those old toxic emotions: This interview has been edited.
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Readers can now experience Shirley Jackson's spine-tingling short story "The Lottery" in a whole new way with a
graphic novel version, and EW is thrilled to present an exclusive excerpt.

Plot[ edit ] Details of contemporary small-town American life are embroidered upon a description of an annual
ritual known as "the lottery". In a small village in New England of about residents, the locals are in an excited
yet nervous mood on June Children gather stones as the adult townsfolk assemble for their annual event,
which in the local tradition is practiced to ensure a good harvest Old Man Warner quotes an old proverb: The
lottery preparations start the night before with Mr. Graves making the paper slips and the list of all the
families. Once the slips are finished, they are put into a black box, which is stored overnight in a safe place at
the coal company. The story briefly mentions how the ballot box has been stored over the years in various
places in the town, including a grocery store shelf, a barn, and in the post office basement. On the morning of
the lottery, the townspeople gather close to 10 a. First, the heads of the extended families draw slips until
every family has a slip. Bill Hutchinson gets the one slip with a black spot , meaning that his family has been
chosen. The final round is for the individual family members within the winning household to draw, no matter
their age. After the drawing is over and Tessie is picked, the slips are allowed to fly off into the wind. In
keeping with tradition, each villager obtains a stone and begins to surround Tessie. The story ends as Tessie is
stoned to death while she bemoans the unfairness of the situation. Themes[ edit ] One of the major ideas of
"The Lottery" is that of a scapegoat. The act of stoning someone to death yearly purges the town of the bad
and allows for the good. This is hinted in the references to agriculture. The story also speaks of mob
psychology and the idea that people can abandon reason and act cruelly if they are part of a large group of
people behaving in the same manner. The idyllic setting of the story also demonstrates that violence and evil
can take place anywhere and in any context. This also shows how people can turn on each other so easily.
Alongside the mob mentality , the story speaks about people who blindly follow traditions without thinking of
the consequences of those traditions. Explaining just what I had hoped the story to say is very difficult.
Jackson lived in North Bennington , Vermont , and her comment reveals that she had Bennington in mind
when she wrote "The Lottery". In a lecture printed in her collection, Come Along with Me , Jackson recalled
the hate mail she received in One of the most terrifying aspects of publishing stories and books is the
realization that they are going to be read, and read by strangers. I had never fully realized this before, although
I had of course in my imagination dwelt lovingly upon the thought of the millions and millions of people who
were going to be uplifted and enriched and delighted by the stories I wrote. It had simply never occurred to me
that these millions and millions of people might be so far from being uplifted that they would sit down and
write me letters I was downright scared to open; of the three-hundred-odd letters that I received that summer I
can count only thirteen that spoke kindly to me, and they were mostly from friends. Even my mother scolded
me: That summer she regularly took home 10 to 12 forwarded letters each day. Curiously, there are three main
themes which dominate the letters of that first summerâ€”three themes which might be identified as
bewilderment, speculation and plain old-fashioned abuse. In the years since then, during which the story has
been anthologized, dramatized, televised, and evenâ€”in one completely mystifying transformationâ€”made
into a ballet, the tenor of letters I receive has changed. I am addressed more politely, as a rule, and the letters
largely confine themselves to questions like what does this story mean? The general tone of the early letters,
however, was a kind of wide-eyed, shocked innocence. People at first were not so much concerned with what
the story meant; what they wanted to know was where these lotteries were held, and whether they could go
there and watch. Symbolic Tour de Force", in American Literature March , claims that every major name in
the story has a special significance. By the end of the first two paragraphs, Jackson has carefully indicated the
season, time of ancient excess and sacrifice , and the stones, most ancient of sacrificial weapons. She has also
hinted at larger meanings through name symbolism. This, juxtaposed with "Harry Jones" in all its
commonness and "Dickie Delacroix" of-the- Cross urges us to an awareness of the Hairy Ape within us all,
veneered by a Christianity as perverted as "Delacroix," vulgarized to "Dellacroy" by the villagers. Horribly, at
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the end of the story, it will be Mrs. Delacroix, warm and friendly in her natural state, who will select a stone
"so large she had to pick it up with both hands" and will encourage her friends to follow suit Adams," at once
progenitor and martyr in the Judeo-Christian myth of man, stands with "Mrs. Graves"â€”the ultimate refuge or
escape of all mankindâ€”in the forefront of the crowd. Since Tessie Hutchinson is the protagonist of "The
Lottery," there is every indication that her name is indeed an allusion to Anne Hutchinson, the American
religious dissenter. She was excommunicated despite an unfair trial, while Tessie questions the tradition and
correctness of the lottery as well as her humble status as a wife. It might as well be this insubordination that
leads to her selection by the lottery and stoning by the angry mob of villagers. One of them is Homer , who
throws the book into the fireplace after Brockman reveals that, "Of course, the book does not contain any hints
on how to win the lottery. It is, rather, a chilling tale of conformity gone mad. Essays on the Literary Legacy,
Bernice Murphy comments that this scene displays some of the most contradictory things about Jackson:
Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. August In addition to numerous reprints in magazines, anthologies and textbooks, "The Lottery"
has been adapted for radio, live television, a ballet, films in and , a TV movie, an opera, and a one-act play by
Thomas Martin. Chances are, there will be, though.
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Beyond developing a familiar setting for the decor and characters in the earliest passages of the graphic novel, the main
challenge in adapting "The Lottery" revolved around creating the right.

What I found was that the graphic novel form is both extremely accessible to a wide variety of readers and
incredibly insightful. The artwork helped me to understand the emotional elements of the story that I may have
otherwise missed. It was a revelation. Now, as a teacher, I have seen how graphic novels can allow my
students to engage with a text in a way that they would not have if I had just handed them pages of text and
asked them to read. I now keep a close watch out for graphic novel adaptations of books that we might read in
school, something I can use as a supplement or an introduction. There are many, many graphic adaptations of
the classics, especially Shakespeare and Dickens. But there are an increasing number of contemporary works
that are being adapted, too. While not all of these books are on my reading list, they are pretty amazing. He
has crafted an eerie vision of the hamlet where the tale unfolds and the unforgettable ritual its inhabitants set
into motion. But in 50 years of publication, the book has never been illustrated. Now, Hope Larson takes the
classic story to a new level with her vividly imagined interpretations of tessering and favorite characters, like
the Happy Medium and Aunt Beast. Perfect for delighting old fans and winning over new ones, this graphic
novel adaptation is a must-read. With more than two million copies sold around the world, The Alchemist has
established itself as a modern classic, universally admired. Sims, Dawud Anyabwile, and Walter Dean Myers
Monster is a multi-award-winning, provocative coming-of-age story about Steve Harmon, a teenager awaiting
trial for a murder and robbery. As Steve acclimates to juvenile detention and goes to trial, he envisions the
ordeal as a movie. Monster was the first-ever Michael L. There are more than illustrators represented and
literary works over three volumesâ€”many newly commissioned, some hard to findâ€”reinterpreted here for
readers and collectors of all ages. Buck paints an indelible portrait of China in the s, when the last emperor
reigned and the vast political and social upheavals of the twentieth century were but distant rumblings. This
moving story of the honest farmer Wang Lung and his selfless wife O-Lan is must reading to fully appreciate
the sweeping changes that have occurred in the lives of the Chinese people during the last century. Though
more than eighty years have passed since this remarkable novel won the Pulitzer Prize, it has retained its
popularity and become one of the great modern classics in American literature. Montgomery When Matthew
and Marilla Cuthbert decide to adopt an orphan who can help manage their family farm, they have no idea
what delightful trouble awaits them. Lynde; and that infuriating tease, Gilbert Blythe. From triumphs and
thrills to the depths of despair, Anne turns each everyday moment into something extraordinary. Through her
work on an art project, she is finally able to face what really happened that night: She was raped by an
upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to her. With powerful illustrations by
Emily Carroll Speak: The Graphic Novel comes alive for new audiences and fans of the classic novel. Atwood
has been working with artist Renee Nault. Annotated is kinda like those, but for books. Go here to find out
more , or click the image below:
5: Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery": The Authorized Graphic Adaptation by Miles Hyman
The Lottery, a graphic adaptation. likes. The graphic adaptation of Shirley Jackson's haunting tale "The Lottery", by
Miles Hyman Une adaptation en.

6: SHIRLEY JACKSON'S "THE LOTTERY" by Shirley Jackson , Miles Hyman , Miles Hyman | Kirkus Revie
Stills from "The Lottery," courtesy of Hill & Wang. In adapting "The Lottery" from its classic short story format into a
full-length graphic novel, Miles Hyman faced a daunting task. As.

7: Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery": The Authorized Graphic Adaptation by Miles Hyman | LibraryThing
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The following is an excerpt from Miles Hyman's full-color graphic adaptation of Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery." Article
continues after advertisement From Shirley Jackson's "The Lottery": The Authorized Graphic Adaptation by Miles
Hyman, published by Hill and Wang, a division of Farrar, Straus and Giroux.

8: 10 Must-Read Graphic Novel Adaptations - IGN
The graphic novel is cool, and beautifully drawn, but not all that necessary. It is cool that the man who adapted this is
Shirley Jackson's grandson though! My one complaint is that from pages , there is nudity.

9: 'The Lottery' Was Published 70 Years Ago, But It's Never Been More Necessary | HuffPost
Another authorized adaptation of a modern American classic, this time by the author's own grandson, The Lottery in
graphic novel form has the feel of a hushed, slowly-unfolding horror film.
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